ACTIVE COMMUNITIES ALBERTA
Survey of St. Albert Sports Families
Attachment #2: Text Responses

Please provide comments regarding St. Albert
recreation facility needs.
Need to expand number of ice rinks facilities
12/6/2018 6:40 AM
What we have is great! St Albertans are lucky to have the facilities we do.
11/30/2018 6:50 PM
We spend a lot of time and money travelling to hockey rinks in surrounding communities. The
roads are often poor and we are concerned for our safety with this additional travel. St. Albert
needs twice the number of ice surfaces today. Go big, do a multi-plex with four ice surfaces,
connect a hotel, restaurants, coffee shops, etc. Make St. Albert a sports and recreation
destination. Consider that we are a winter city and cluster everything and connect the buildings
via pedways.
11/26/2018 9:27 PM
More indoor ice arenas are needed to keep up with the continued growth of hockey in and around
St Albert. I would rather see SAMHA pay for ice that benefits recreational needs of St Albert
then Garrison ice.
11/25/2018 6:03 PM
Rinks would be great, larger facilities for swimming as well.
11/23/2018 7:08 PM
We have old, poor indoor skating facilities
11/23/2018 6:29 PM
I believe St. Albert is LONG overdue for more ice surfaces. Extra field houses for soccer and
lacrosse would be an asset for St. A teams to get adequate practice to remain competitive
11/23/2018 7:07 AM
Driving out of town five times a week for hockey practice, and number of kids hockey teams in
St Albert far out numbers the availability of ice.
11/22/2018 6:34 PM
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Recreation and sport are key to community health and belonging. Investing in this area is
investing in the future of the community and the families in it.
11/21/2018 8:42 PM
I think hockey teams need to cutback on the amount of ice they use. 7- 12 year olds do NOT
need 5 practices a week with games on top of it. That would help with ice time.
11/21/2018 8:33 PM
Rinks are needed largest hockey league west of Ontario and we have only 5 sheets of ice
11/21/2018 4:45 PM
For the past 10 yrs my 3 kids have spent countless hours travelling and praticing on ice surfaces
30 - 40 mins outside of our community.
11/21/2018 4:14 PM
My children are all under 9 and a lot of their ice time on the weekends is 6:15 and 6:30 am. That
is very early for young kids
11/21/2018 1:56 PM
Looks nice would like to see area where parents watch from
11/21/2018 8:25 AM
St. Albert needs additional Indoor Hockey Arenas for hockey & ringette. Most teams from St.
Albert have to travel to and rent ice rinks outside of the city (i.e. Calahoo, RQB, Legal, Bon
Accord). During the winter months, travelling these highways to get to practices can be
treacherous due to winter storms and ice on the highways. The City of St. Albert needs to get
additional funding for a new sports complex. Look at Lac La Biche BOLD CENTRE and how it
was funded... Build a complex not only for now, but, plan the structures & facility for the future,
years down the road. Build it right the first time, Build it bigger and better, something us St.
Albert residents can be proud of. SERVUS PLACE is a JOKE !!!
11/21/2018 8:10 AM
To much revenue going out side of st albert in ice rental
11/21/2018 6:25 AM
More ice availability required. Better swim certification programs needed. Gymnastics facility
requires more space for drop offs, pick ups, or parking in general.
11/21/2018 5:04 AM
There’s a shortage of ice in the entire Edmonton area, I think building it off Ray gibbon drive
somewhere would give it a better opportunity to be used to it’s full potential.
11/20/2018 10:47 PM
More ice surfaces. More accessible viewing areas within the arenas (initiation, Novice minor)
more parking.
11/20/2018 10:03 PM
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It would be nice if people who live in St Albert have the opportunity to register for swimming
before the general public. I cannot get my children registered, lessons are always full same day.
11/20/2018 8:01 PM
St. Albert needs more arenas. We are having to travel out of town just for a practice because
there is not enough ice in St. Albert. If the team needs extra ice time it is very difficult for the
team to get any ice slots.
11/20/2018 8:01 PM
more ice for hockey
11/20/2018 7:25 PM
Ice surfaces a must.
11/20/2018 7:08 PM
More ice surfaces and swimming facilities are needed
11/20/2018 6:28 PM
We need more indoor pools and more indoor hockey rinks.
11/20/2018 4:47 PM
It’s embarrassing that St. Albert doesn’t have enough ice. I wish we could host our own
tournaments here. We need more ice and a hotel right beside it.
11/20/2018 4:31 PM
The city needs more facilities, specifically ice to meet the demands of all user groups. I’m tired
of having to drive to Legal or surronding areas for hockey. The times are also too early or too
late, I can’t take my 9 year old son to practice before work/school, 6 am weekend practices are
not reasonable and deter kids and parents. having ice times at 8pm on weeknights is too late as
well.
11/20/2018 4:27 PM
There is limited space available for many sports in St. Albert due to surrounding communities
accessing St. Alberts facilities. This was an issue with swimming which have now allowed St.
Albert residents to booked prior to the public. I would like to see this done by other facilities. Ice
time is limited and outdoor rinks can be hard to access for leisure due to hockey teams booking
them.
11/20/2018 4:23 PM
St Albert doesn’t host tournaments because of ice shortages and cost Rental of ice is often out of
town
11/20/2018 3:57 PM
Strongly feel we need more ice surfaces, aswell as indoor pools/aquatic centers.
11/20/2018 3:31 PM
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Too many St. Albert teams have to practice and hold home games outside St. Albert
11/20/2018 3:14 PM
With such a large hockey association we need more ice availability.
11/20/2018 2:54 PM
Too much travel involved to practice. Nearly all practices are to outside communities
11/20/2018 2:30 PM
Not enough! Having to use ice from surrounding areas. As well the ice that we do have is not
allocated properly and sits vacant often. There is no stick and puck and when there is it is during
school hours.
11/20/2018 2:18 PM
We are having to spend money on arenas outside of St Albert.
11/20/2018 2:17 PM
This facility is needed in order for continued growth of St. Albert and the recreational services to
be provided by a leading community like we have.
11/20/2018 2:04 PM
As St Albert residents with two children in minor hockey, we spend more time practicing on out
of town rinks than we do practicing in St Albert
11/20/2018 2:01 PM
The amount of suitable facilities available to St. Albert residents is ridiculous. We have the least
amount of facilities per capita in the entire country, and the largest hockey and lacrosse
associations outside of Ontario. It is absolutely ridiculous that more facilities haven't been built,
nor projected in the near future.
11/20/2018 1:35 PM
I believe most if not all SAMHA teams book more ice than they should. Kids do not need to be
on the ice 5 times per week
11/20/2018 1:26 PM
St. Albert needs 6 more sheets of ice
11/20/2018 12:42 PM
More accessible ice hockey rinks. Local residences shouldn’t have to travel to other communities
just to have ice time.
11/20/2018 12:34 PM
More ice rinks. Pay huge amounts of money for contract ice as limited ice supplied for practices
by SAMHA
11/20/2018 12:25 PM
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Swimming pool similar to Fountain Park is also needed.
11/20/2018 12:12 PM
There is a major shortage of indoor ice. Almost every team needs to buy ice from Edmonton of
surroundikg small towns. By having more ice for sale in St. Albert it would be putting money
back into the city!
11/20/2018 12:07 PM
Indoor ice rinks. Indoor baseball facilities. Drop in volleyball/basketball/badminton/etc facilities
11/20/2018 12:07 PM
The recreational space is not too bad. When my boys were playing soccer we always had decent
times. Hockey and lacrosse were the issue due to the limited ice arenas St. Albert has. Driving
out to Calihoo, Riviere Que Barre and Legal is ridiculous for teams to do. As a city of this size
with the amount of children involved in hockey, ringette, lacrosse and ball hockey - it's very sad
that this is what we have to deal with.
11/20/2018 11:44 AM
There is never enough ice and we have to keep traveling to other small towns to make it work...it
ridiculous.
11/20/2018 11:43 AM
More space to accommodate the new novice rules that have caused overcrowding as far as too
many kids on the ice, no place to sit to watch, and limited parking. Also swimming facility
should have appropriate user friendly change rooms that have enough space so that kids are not
waiting in line to use the showers and then waiting again to find a place to change.
11/20/2018 11:37 AM
Other than Servus Place, the other rinks are servent lacking. With the recent changes that Hockey
Canada has instituted with half-ice in particular, practice time has been severely affected. Trying
to coach upwards of 22 kids on half-ice is very difficult. On top of that, the dressing rooms are so
small in Akinsdale and Kinex that you can barely fit the kids in those rooms.
11/20/2018 11:33 AM
a building on the north end of st albert to service that area, morinville etc
11/20/2018 11:19 AM
I findings very disheartening every year knowing how much of my team fees are going into ice
slots outside of stalbert based purely on the fact that’s there’s too many kids and no ice.
11/20/2018 11:16 AM
Specifically concerning indoor ice arenas, the ice shortages have forced us to have practices at
terrible times, often in locations that require long drives or at extreme cost if we want a
reasonable location and time slot in nearby communities. This limits the kids that are able to
attend and greatly reduces the actual number of practices booked. In addition, 2 of our existing
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arenas, Kinex and Akinsdale are currently in need of major upgrades and refurbishing. New
arenas would ease the strain on these 2 old facilities, allowing time for the proper upgrades and
renovations.
11/20/2018 11:09 AM
More ice surfaces are desperately needed. That also have storage within the facility to
accommodate necessary boards for half ice. As well as PARKING to accommodate all fans
coming and going. As well as more dressing rooms; so that children are not in danger to each
other as two teams with all the parents trying to undress or dress their players after a hockey
game is a serious problem. The facility also should have volleyball courts, with appropriate nets.
11/20/2018 10:55 AM
St albert is vastly under served with respect to arena ice. Every year, we are forced to practice in
Legal, Riviere que Barre, Calahoo, Gibbons, Garrison etc as there is simply no other option in st
albert
11/20/2018 10:52 AM
Review the SAMHA team budgets. Practice ice is the the biggest cost for team fees. It’s $10K+
for many teams...we could be paying for a new facility!
11/20/2018 10:43 AM
More ice is a must for this community as it grows to be able to facilitate practices and games
properly in the city of St Albert players and parents are driving 30 minutes out of the city to find
practice ice for our kids to play on that is cost effective for the younger players and familys,also i
do not see any swimming options ? St Albert is lacking Swimming facilities that are able to
accomodate our children and all the children that come from Edmonton and surrounding areas
currently there is not a big enough facility that in in half decent shape Fountain park is over
crowded and is a small facility compared to other places ..
11/20/2018 10:43 AM
The cost for minor hockey team to get good ice slots in StAlbert is outrageous and availability is
zero for the last 4 to 5 years we have more practices purchased outside of StAlbert in places sich
as Calahoo, Rivière Qui Barre,Legal, Garrison and so on we should be supporting our own town
if there was availability
11/20/2018 10:42 AM
The number of adults and children that play hockey, ringette and lacrosse greatly outweigh the
available space in St Albert. Both hockey and ringette have to book the majority of their practice
and game times outside of St Albert
11/20/2018 10:41 AM
Additional ice rinks very much needed within St. Albert.
11/20/2018 10:37 AM
St.Albert does not have enough to offer tournaments like other communities therefore our
community loses opportunity for hotels and other St.Albert businesses. We also effect the ability
for the kids in sports due to the lack of facilities.
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11/20/2018 10:33 AM
Indoor ice, proper aquatics facilities. We personally do not routinely use courts, however when
we are st Servus place, if our family did want to use open courts, they are full.
11/20/2018 10:30 AM
Need more indoor ice arenas. You can not rent ice in St. Albert for hockey practices.
11/20/2018 10:24 AM
look, we have home games, practices in EDMONTON rinks due to the shortgage of Ice. Servus
place gyms are also packed in the evenings making them not a great place to visit for basketball,
volleyball.
11/20/2018 10:22 AM
1- absolutely a shortage of indoor ice. Mom of 2 hockey boys and we have to consistently travel
out of St Albert for practices. 2- Swimming we definitely need to have another pool especially
for lessons 3- basketball courts are an added bonus for kids of all ages to be active and play with
friends. The courts we have are very full at times Ringette has grown tremendously as well as
ball hockey, and Lacrosse
11/20/2018 10:21 AM
More indoor rinks need for ice times An additional swimming pool for competitions.
11/20/2018 10:19 AM
We strongly feel a shortage of available ice time. We are having to head out of town to practice
or just to have a fun shinny option. The only times for stick and puck or preferably a drop in
shinny for younger kids is during school hours, which does not work for most families. The
Kinex Arena is also way too small in the change rooms and viewing area for the mandatory half
ice for initiation and novice minor. We also have to accommodate extremely early practice times
which is really hard on the younger players. The change rooms at the Tri Leisure in Spruce
Grove are so much bigger than ours in St. Albert. They also have drop in shinny for 12 and
under. The swimming pool needs a larger family change room with more showers. Most families
don’t want to be separated from their children because they are a different sex. I have also seen
the attachment of a branch library at other facilities and I think that is a great option for St.
Albert. Many parents complain about the indoor playground at Servus. It is too small and can be
quite dangerous when a lot of kids are running around There should be more activities for
children of all ages while parents can enjoy a break and a visit. The small ice rink for beginners
is also too small and could be designed much better. The one at Millenium Place is awesome. It
has strollers and an option of connecting into the larger rinks so families with children of all ages
and enjoy the ice at the same time. We really enjoy the current child minding at Servus Place.
My only recommendation would be to have more accommodating hours. There is a big gap in
the afternoons which can be disappointing. Having a Starbucks, Booster Juice and the Skybox
Grill is awesome. We use all 3 often. Thank-you for this opportunity! We love St. Albert but the
current design and lack of recreational facilities is becoming very frustrating.
11/20/2018 10:18 AM
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Just moved to St. Albert, it seems the community is very affluent, kids are involved in many
more programs than in Calgary. Haven't experienced other seasons other than winter here,
however we rarely get ice in St. Albert, costs of driving all over Edmonton, Calahoo, Bon
Accord just to practice really adds up. It is a great problem in one sense, I feel it means the
community is engaging its youth. Biggest mistake Calgary made in the last 15 years we were
there was too much money on non-functional facility architecture. Round glass walls, angle
walls, very pretty signage and a COMPLETE waste of money on art when there are 100's of
struggling artists that volunteered pieces and time. The kids need stable, long lasting and safe
facilities. We can build museums too, however I don't feel this is the medium for that.
11/20/2018 10:04 AM
We need more ice surfaces. Currently my family drives to Legal and Rivière Qui Barre for
practice time twice a week. Not acceptable.
11/20/2018 10:03 AM
We routinely have to leave St. Albert to use ice outside of our community.
11/20/2018 9:59 AM
St Albert Minor Hockey is the largest minor hockey association in Western Canada yet we do
not have enough ice rinks available to meet the practice/game demand for our association. Teams
are required to rent ice time from surrounding communities at their own cost making team fees
(in addition to registration fees) quite high.
11/20/2018 9:56 AM
It would appear that there is ample recreation facilities and ice, but the reality is that there isn’t
given the child population that engages in sport here.
11/20/2018 9:51 AM
We have such a shortage on indoor ice that at least 2x a week I'm forced to leave my job early to
get to a practice at 4 or 430 PM. But scheduled from SAMHA and contract
11/20/2018 9:48 AM
Lack of indoor ice sheets and decent swimming facilities is a real problem. There should be an
addition added into Servus Place. The north end parking lot should be a proper Olympic sized
pool. All lanes. Then the existing pool could be for leisure only. Having a couple of lanes in that
area is pointless. The hayfield across Campbell should be the parking lot, with a skywalk across
Campbell to access Servus place. With Fountain Park being the only other option, it's just not
good enough for a city of our size that continues to grow. As far as indoor ice sheets, there just
are not enough to meet the demand. Not close.
11/20/2018 9:47 AM
Not enough ice time slots on evenings and weekends. Dressing rooms too small for new Novice
Format.
11/20/2018 9:45 AM
Require more ice arenas as well multi use sites
11/20/2018 9:44 AM
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My son’s have always had to go to outlying areas for extra ice for practices. There are not
enough arenas in St. Albert to accommodate all the hockey teams, ringette teams and figure
skaters. Any ice slots we currently have in St. Albert are late at night. Too late on school nights
for the REM 15 team 1 son currently is with.
11/20/2018 9:44 AM
My kids play hockey and year after year our team fees are astronomical because we have to
purchase ice for practices in Edmonton and surrounding areas because of the ice shortage in St.
Albert.
11/20/2018 9:41 AM
It is very obvious within the St.Albert area there is not enough ice to accommodate for all the
teams within St.Albert from Midget AAA all the way down. 4 pm ice times during the week are
very very inconvenient for families who work for the younger ages, but we understand there is
no choice. Calahoo, Rivere qui barre; are also not preferred locations for practices but again we
understand there is only so much we can offer in St.Albert currently. To host a tournament as a
St.Albert team we are forced to go to other places like Gibbons, Redwater, Jasper, Westlock to
host our own tournaments again, as there is not enough ice time to be able to offer this within our
own community
11/20/2018 9:40 AM
We are in grave need of more ice surfaces in St Albert. The amount of out of town ice that teams
have to travel to is scary.
11/20/2018 9:39 AM
The facility that is needed is a true year round. This proposed design is good but I find it hard to
see how see how this will be a good design for tournaments, showcases and spring/summer
hockey. Make it easy for people to want to use your facility and want to bring business to you.
11/20/2018 9:38 AM
My oldest son currently plays Novice Minor Hockey. SAMHA has allocated 22-23 players per
team with only half ice for each practice session. This has created a less than adequate flow to
drills and it has shown in my son's desire and passion for the game. Furthermore, with
overlapping teams coming and going I truly feel this is a safety risk with over populated dressing
rooms and just congestion with parents and players between sessions. My wife and I are
becoming increasingly frustrated as to where tax dollars are being allocated....specifically when
we are subject to premium tax $ per capital nation wide. We love St. Albert and support growth,
but with growth we need continued expansion of services and local amenities. I hope that this
Community Campus continues to move forward, not only for the current residents of St. Albert,
but for future families that wish to live in the best community in Canada.
11/20/2018 9:37 AM
Desperately in need of indoor ice sheets. As part of our team budgets each year we average $8$10k per season on extra ice in surrounding communities and in Edmonton. Money that could be
spent in St Albert
11/20/2018 9:34 AM
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Servus place gym not big enough
11/20/2018 9:34 AM
Ice time is difficult to get during the hockey season leading teams to have to travel outside of St
Albert. I believe that we could also benefit from more swimming facilities, specifically for
teams/individual lane swimming. I am not sure this is addressed in your plan but there is a
shortage.
11/20/2018 9:34 AM
More ice sheets
11/20/2018 9:33 AM
St. Albert needs indoor turf fields and more ice rinks, so kids can practice in St. Albert.
11/20/2018 9:32 AM
Ice time and field house rentals that is affordable and available to everyone, not just to registered
teams. Also, need to have small business owners have their retails facilities in the new facility
and not be outbid by box stores for business opportunities.
11/20/2018 9:30 AM
More ice! I am tired of driving out of town for ice.
11/20/2018 9:27 AM
Build something FAST!
11/20/2018 9:25 AM
St. Albert desperately needs more indoor ice. My son plays novice minor hockey and there are
44 children on the ice every practice (2 teams of 22 at a time).
11/20/2018 9:25 AM
As hockey families we are continually driving to rural areas outside of our community in order to
ensure that our children have a similar level of ice time as teams in Edmonton and other
communities. This year we have 4 ice times a week outside of st albert for 2 children. A new
facility like this would be fully utilized from the day it opens. I fully support our community
providing the facilities that would children need here rather than paying and supporting
communities outside of St. Albert. The amount of time, stress and money that getting children to
and from rural rinks puts a significant amount of stress on families and contributes to kids
dropping out of organized sports in my humble opinion. Build the facilities we need in St. Albert
for the healthy future of our young families.
11/20/2018 9:25 AM
In need of ice surfaces, soccer pitches , gymnasium space, gymnastics facility.
11/20/2018 9:24 AM
More ice time
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11/20/2018 9:23 AM
It is highly in need! I have two kids who play hockey. One is in Peewee and had to get contract
ice in Legal and RQB. My younger son has to practice twice a week in the mornings. This is all
because there is ZERO ice available in St. Albert. There clearly is a need and a huge one at that.
11/20/2018 9:22 AM
Ice being used by St. Albert minor hockey teams in outlying communities
11/20/2018 9:21 AM
I have coached for 12 years in St. Albert and have had to travel to rural rinks. I still have 2 rural
ice contracts
11/20/2018 9:21 AM
We need at least three new rinks in St. Albert. We have a very high players/rink ratio.
11/20/2018 9:20 AM
Need more swim areas as well.
11/20/2018 9:19 AM
Driving and spending money outside the city limits which the city could be getting.
11/20/2018 9:19 AM
More ice surfaces!!!
11/20/2018 9:18 AM
Kinex and Akinsdale cannot support the needs! We need more rinks
11/20/2018 9:18 AM
Need more indoor ice. Times for practice and going out of town can be a problem
11/20/2018 9:18 AM
We need more hockey ice. I travel out of town twice a week to take my son to hockey practices
11/20/2018 9:17 AM
Not only do we have a shortage of ice spaces, but one or two of the existing ones is in serious
need of an update.
11/20/2018 9:16 AM
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What are important features to include in the
Active Communities Sport Campus?
More rinks, viewing area/concession overlooking all rinks, courts and separate play rooms (teen
room)
12/6/2018 6:43 AM
Can't think of anything
11/30/2018 6:51 PM
1/2 ice rink boards to accommodate younger hockey programs from Initiation to Novice.
Potential meeting rooms and warmup rooms for hockey.
11/27/2018 9:57 AM
Answered earlier as well but I'll put here too. At least 4 ice surfaces, connect hotels, restaurants
immediately adjacent, coffee shops in the building, at least one restaurant. Cluster everything.
Connect buildings with pedways so in the winter hotel guests don't need to go outside. Make this
a destination and do it better than any other city. St. Albert could be the tournament capital of
Canada which diversifies our economy and plays to our strengths.
11/26/2018 9:31 PM
Its better to over build now then under build and not have the funds in the future for the
inevitable need to expand.
11/25/2018 6:06 PM
As above but with healthy eating choices.
11/23/2018 7:09 PM
Indoor ice, swimming pool
11/23/2018 6:29 PM
I think your plan is pretty much what the community needs
11/23/2018 7:07 AM
Good all round viewing areas, heating, larger dressing rooms, concession with good selection of
food and drinks, comfortable seating.
11/22/2018 6:39 PM
Ice rinks, open gym, community rooms, children's activity areas, indoor turf
11/21/2018 8:43 PM
Another indoor track, a more private gym and more ice. Racquetball and squash courts!
11/21/2018 8:35 PM
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Rinks, Warm up facilities, off ice training, nutritional food
11/21/2018 4:47 PM
Ice Arenas (4 preferably), Gym space, Fitness center, Library
11/21/2018 4:15 PM
Pool, coffee shop
11/21/2018 1:57 PM
Dressing rooms open onto the bench. Minimal obstruction for spectators. Proper HVAC so
spectators are warm.
11/21/2018 1:52 PM
Ice arenas Competition swimming pool
11/21/2018 11:22 AM
Indoor Ice, larger dressing rooms, swimming pool
11/21/2018 8:37 AM
Looks good
11/21/2018 8:26 AM
at least 2 NHL sized hockey rinks & indoor swimming pool with lanes for swim competitions
11/21/2018 8:12 AM
More ice space
11/21/2018 7:58 AM
Lots of space snd parking
11/21/2018 6:27 AM
Features to meet the needs of all ages and interest levels of children.
11/21/2018 5:07 AM
As much ice as possible and a big recreational ice area, the one at Servus is much to small.
11/20/2018 10:48 PM
Accessibility for everyone. Variety of sports. Being able to accommodate/host SAMHA
tournaments. More access to swimming lessons at different locations.
11/20/2018 10:05 PM
Arena facilities need spectator areas. Many P3 or private arena operations are built with no
seating. While this works well for adult leagues, shinny or skating lessons, it does not work for
minor sport where there will typically be spectators, particularly if the facility is to be used for
tournament play.
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11/20/2018 9:43 PM
Affordability Multiuse
11/20/2018 9:34 PM
I like your plans. I would like to see a designated warm up space for hockey teams. Also, I think
you need more public bathrooms.
11/20/2018 8:50 PM
Pool space and ice
11/20/2018 8:02 PM
At least 4 indoor rinks. A swimming pool and indoor soccer fields.
11/20/2018 8:02 PM
ice for minor hockey teams
11/20/2018 7:26 PM
Ice surfaces a must
11/20/2018 7:09 PM
Restaurants (Starbucks, Booster Juice, etc)
11/20/2018 6:54 PM
Extended hours. 24 hours for fitness centre. Adequate parking. Concession during all events
11/20/2018 6:29 PM
Additional ice surfaces
11/20/2018 5:47 PM
indoor ice surfaces
11/20/2018 5:05 PM
Hockey rinks, skating rinks, pool, gymnastics area
11/20/2018 4:48 PM
Ice x 4 at least. Will room to grow. Community rooms / meeting space. I’m not sure we need
another workout facility but perhaps the high up hickey teams will use it?!?
11/20/2018 4:32 PM
A balance of multi user spaces and adequate parking. I think of recently built or renovated
facilities in Sherwwod Park, Spruce Grove and Edmonton as good examples of multi use.
11/20/2018 4:30 PM
Variety of spaces for different sports. I like the idea of another fitness facility.
11/20/2018 4:25 PM
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Ice, recreational floor space (basketball, volleyball, badminton and so on), training areas,
pregame warmup areas for hockey teams.
11/20/2018 4:02 PM
Restaurant meeting coffee spaces for spectators along with a scheduler position for the facility
11/20/2018 3:58 PM
Outside of the obvious ice surface, field house, and aquatic center, I feel strongly about warm up
space, leisure ice, seating/standing room for spectators, aswell as coffee/snack spaces for
spectators. Fort McMurray's MacDonald Island is a perfect comparison to review.
11/20/2018 3:34 PM
Swimming pool, ice rinks with changerooms that lead directly to the ice surface/bench, water
bottle filling stations, warm-up space, meeting rooms, healthy snack shop, coffee, a good
gym/fitness facility with showers, a running/walking track, rock climbing wall, kids gym,
locations for nursing mothers
11/20/2018 3:20 PM
Size of dressing rooms for the arena is important.
11/20/2018 2:55 PM
Well run, clean, organized facility with modern ammeneties
11/20/2018 2:32 PM
Healthy food options, ice, pool, and rec areas
11/20/2018 2:19 PM
A mini floor hockey area between or near the ice, climbing wall, sports wellness center.
11/20/2018 2:19 PM
ice rinks, swimming pool, sports courts, volleyball, badminton, basketball, gym, restaurants,
meeting rooms
11/20/2018 2:06 PM
Arena, large change rooms
11/20/2018 2:01 PM
Dance studio. Ballhockey floors
11/20/2018 1:44 PM
MORE ICE SURFACES, AND SOCCER/LACROSSE FIELDS. EXTRA DRESSING ROOMS,
SO THEY CAN ACCOMODATE FEMALE PLAYERS ON MALE TEAMS
11/20/2018 1:36 PM
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Ice Surfaces with large dressing rooms. It would also be great if there were enough dressing
rooms that if you are holding a tournament each team would be able to have the dressing room
for the day.
11/20/2018 1:20 PM
Good dining/concession options. Dryland training/warmup areas. Mini - sticks facilities for the
little kids. See the Spruce Grove Tri-Leisure centre upstairs between the rinks. Ensure there are
enough dressing rooms if they are planning on having half-ice games for the younger kids.
11/20/2018 12:45 PM
Larger fitness area, pool, hot tub
11/20/2018 12:37 PM
Restraunt/ Food services , high performance training area (multi sport), hotel accomadations
11/20/2018 12:29 PM
Arenas, another outdoor pool, a track & field area.
11/20/2018 12:18 PM
All that was stated in the plans.
11/20/2018 12:13 PM
Indoor ice rinks. There’s also a need for indoor baseball facilities
11/20/2018 12:09 PM
Ice arenas, indoor soccer
11/20/2018 12:08 PM
Not sure if a Soccer field or two is included. Also - if there is going to be a fitness facility - needs
to have a large weight area - the one at Servus is always so full - it's a deterrent to going.
11/20/2018 11:46 AM
Lots of ice, gymnasium, aquatics facility
11/20/2018 11:44 AM
Comfortable places to sit and view the sport activity. Also appropriate sized dressing/change
rooms.
11/20/2018 11:40 AM
Do it right. Don’t just throw the minimum together and present it. Look at Terwilliger as the
standard and then make modern improvements to that.
11/20/2018 11:34 AM
Decent sized dressing rooms. Food choices. Parking.
11/20/2018 11:31 AM
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Ice rinks, with bleachers
11/20/2018 11:20 AM
Gym, ice and a better aquatic facility
11/20/2018 11:16 AM
Ice arenas, gymnasium space, meeting/banquet space, courts for racquet sports
(squash/racquetball), climbing wall
11/20/2018 11:15 AM
Ice-hockey and free skate area Parking Dressing Rooms Volleyball nets
11/20/2018 10:56 AM
Hockey arena ice, swimming lanes / Diving pool
11/20/2018 10:53 AM
More ice more swimming a place for kids to play that are watching there siblings do sports check
out Spruce Groves trileasure the have a mini rink there with nets and padded sticks in between
the sheets of ice that kids can play there own hockey game and its free.
11/20/2018 10:49 AM
Multiple sheets of ice (tournaments are big fundraisers), indoor baseball facilities (in field and
batting cages), attached hotel.
11/20/2018 10:48 AM
Ice rinks, soccer/ lacrosse fields, running track, restaurant/ lounge.
11/20/2018 10:44 AM
Hockey rinks
11/20/2018 10:43 AM
Viewing area and hours of operation
11/20/2018 10:42 AM
Various St. Albert sports organizations to have access to utilize the facility.
11/20/2018 10:39 AM
ice, space for gymnastics clubs, fitness areas, and meeting areas,
11/20/2018 10:35 AM
Affordability and access. Healthy food option - not DQ, etc, but a sandwich/sub shop (mr.
sub/subway), opa Greek, edo Japan, as suggestions.
11/20/2018 10:34 AM
Ice, child minding, indoor playground, coffee shop, library would be nice
11/20/2018 10:28 AM
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What is proposed in the map in the original email is great! Booster juice I feel is important. I feel
it’s a healthy choice for young and older athletes
11/20/2018 10:24 AM
not sure, please visit other locations in alberta and BC and learn from what they have done well
and not well.
11/20/2018 10:23 AM
Rinks, pool, spirts field and gymnasium
11/20/2018 10:20 AM
Hockey Rinks
11/20/2018 10:19 AM
Safety Accessibility Revenue Opportunities to Offset Costs Well rounded facility, perhaps studio
space for dance, and performing arts etc. - need to stop the fighting between all kids associations
for funding, they seem to have similiar goals Parking or INCREDIBLE transit (which nobody in
Canada has)
11/20/2018 10:08 AM
Mini stick play area near bleachers for younger siblings to play while parents observe ice sports.
It drives me crazy when children get in trouble from arena attendants for “playing” in a sports
facility. Let’s keep them active by providing a safe space.
11/20/2018 10:06 AM
Warm up areas, food & beverage vendors, sporting goods vendor (with skate sharpening)
11/20/2018 10:04 AM
I believe we could use more pools and ice surfaces. Another exercise facility would be great as
well.
11/20/2018 10:00 AM
Ice arenas, field house space
11/20/2018 9:57 AM
Anchor tennenats for food/beverage. Enclosed viewing area with the ability to see all rinks
11/20/2018 9:57 AM
Doesn't need all the bells and whistles. Keep it a simple, streamlined and user friendly. It would
be great if the building had a green aspect. Find unique ways to integrate green technology into
the design. Perhaps using the new glass that acts as solar panelling to generate it's own energy to
power electric zamboni's? I don't know if its feasible obviously, but you get the point.
11/20/2018 9:55 AM
Ice surfaces Healthy place to buy food and drink A swimming pool
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11/20/2018 9:53 AM
More ice. It doesn't have to be fancy. Just more ice.
11/20/2018 9:49 AM
Ice
11/20/2018 9:48 AM
Large enough hockey dressing rooms. Appropriate number of ice surfaces to accommodate need
in St. Albert. Additional courts for the city other than what’s at Servus Place.
11/20/2018 9:48 AM
Multi use, swimming pool for lessons as right now we are competing to get spots for our kids.
11/20/2018 9:45 AM
Ice rinks!!!
11/20/2018 9:45 AM
Additional indoor ice sheets, not just for use by hockey teams but for public/family skating,
lessons, etc., a proper competition swimming pool.
11/20/2018 9:43 AM
Ice rinks and a swimming pool
11/20/2018 9:42 AM
Ice surfaces and as many as possible.
11/20/2018 9:42 AM
Hockey arenas Gyms such as, basketball nets, Indoor play park.
11/20/2018 9:42 AM
dressing rooms that are able to fit a team of up to 20 men/women and their gear, comfortable
seating for spectators, restaurant able to accommodate team parties and functions, meeting/party
rooms, indoor running track, squash/racket ball courts, small business retail (eg. include skate
sharpening)
11/20/2018 9:42 AM
All proposed amenities and features are in need in St. Albert. I think the proposal in its entirety is
bang on.
11/20/2018 9:39 AM
Gym facility, meeting rooms, social areas, food, sports store
11/20/2018 9:37 AM
Bigger gym/ weights room and larger changing rooms,outdoor full sized soccer field with
provision to cover with “dome “for all year use
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11/20/2018 9:37 AM
Ice rinks, boardless soccer fields.
11/20/2018 9:34 AM
Gym, rinks
11/20/2018 9:33 AM
Places to get food and snacks
11/20/2018 9:30 AM
Rinks and workout center
11/20/2018 9:28 AM
Honestly my biggest concern is ice. A additional pool offering lessons people can actually get
into would be a bonus
11/20/2018 9:28 AM
Payed out and organized foot print. No waisted space. Ice surfaces with proper viewing areas.
Large work out area to accommodate a growing community. Soccer pitches, gymnasium space.
Gymnastics facility or area to accommodate the growing sport
11/20/2018 9:28 AM
ice rinks and the ability to expand if needed in the future. An option for a pool that allows for
swimming lessons would be a draw as well. My children havent' done swimming lessons in
years because the lesson options do not work with out schedule and it is very hard to get them in.
11/20/2018 9:27 AM
Ice ... more ice!
11/20/2018 9:26 AM
More indoor ice, a spray park, a wave pool
11/20/2018 9:26 AM
that the sole intention of this facility is to run Elite Level programs. I'd like to see more "fun"
style of leagues with less focus on skill (which come with a high cost and elitism) within in
participants and non participants. We need more participation in activity by all ages not just the
Elite level kids between the ages of 10 and 18 so plan and come up with ways to grow
participation for the masses.
11/20/2018 9:26 AM
Rinks and swimming pool
11/20/2018 9:25 AM
Concessions, more rinks, gym, activities for the kids
11/20/2018 9:24 AM
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Possibly raquet ball sports?
11/20/2018 9:24 AM
Ice rinks. Soccer fields. Decent sized and equipped dressing rooms.
11/20/2018 9:24 AM
A multi use facility that groups need. Reach out to groups and see what is actually in need and
why
11/20/2018 9:23 AM
Warmup Areas
11/20/2018 9:23 AM
Gymnastics club. Arena ice. Dry land area
11/20/2018 9:22 AM
-Warm up facilities for athletes(ringette, hockey)
11/20/2018 9:21 AM
Arenas, gym courts, kids programming, indoor play space.
11/20/2018 9:21 AM
More ice!!!
11/20/2018 9:21 AM
Ice Rinks, Gymnasiums, and available parking close for kids carrying gear
11/20/2018 9:21 AM
With in the city limits, more fields, ice surfaces and gymnastics area.
11/20/2018 9:21 AM
-Ice! -Change rooms with bathroom attached and door that closes so female players on mostly
male hockey teams can just slip into the bathroom to change without having to leave the dressing
room -batting cages would be amazing since our baseball players have no where to practice all
winter - viewing areas with wide staircases and flat ground for all the little hockey siblings to
play safely while they live at the rink.
11/20/2018 9:20 AM
Swimming pool for lessons and ice rink
11/20/2018 9:19 AM
Everything but definitely more indoor ice
11/20/2018 9:18 AM
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Sheets of ice with adequate viewing space and angles. A viewing lounge would also be nice
where you could get a bite to eat/drink.
11/20/2018 9:17 AM
Hockey arenas Non boarded indoor soccer fields
11/20/2018 9:17 AM

Do you have any feedback on the current Active
Communities Sport Campus proposal?
None
11/20/2018 2:55 PM
Definitely is required and would be an asset to St. Albert
11/20/2018 2:32 PM
not at this point other than I want it to be approved and built in a timely manner
11/20/2018 2:06 PM
Get it done and built!
11/20/2018 1:20 PM
Looks great.
11/20/2018 12:45 PM
Less basketball courts more ice rinks
11/20/2018 12:37 PM
Not at the present time.
11/20/2018 12:18 PM
Get it done!
11/20/2018 12:13 PM
Would be good to see indoor turf for baseball and soccer
11/20/2018 12:09 PM
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I appreciate the work that this committee is doing for the betterment of our community and the
kids especially
11/20/2018 11:46 AM
I think it looks good.
11/20/2018 11:44 AM
More info made public on the status of this facility including location.
11/20/2018 11:40 AM
Looks good
11/20/2018 11:16 AM
I support it 100%, a great initiative that is desperately needed as the city grows. Whatever we can
do to keep kids and adults active and away from the screens, especially with our long cold
season.
11/20/2018 11:15 AM
I fully support this proposal as a St.Albert tax payer and as a young family within St.Albert.
11/20/2018 10:56 AM
It looks like a good start but should also encompass a swimming venue for lane swimming and a
diving tank, which St Albert does not have.,
11/20/2018 10:53 AM
I think its a great idea for this community as we lack in alot of areas servus place is not big
enough to accomodate akinsdale and kinnex are getting up there in age and with the can
skate,city of st albert,figure skating,ringette and hockey we need to be able to accomodate our
own people that live here.
11/20/2018 10:49 AM
Please look at how to incorporate baseball facilities.
11/20/2018 10:48 AM
Good job!! Keep pushing.
11/20/2018 10:44 AM
Needs to be approved.
11/20/2018 10:39 AM
See previous comments
11/20/2018 10:28 AM
No
11/20/2018 10:24 AM
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get it done!!
11/20/2018 10:23 AM
Looks good
11/20/2018 10:20 AM
How to I get involved?
11/20/2018 10:08 AM
Add a small mini stick floor hockey area between the ice surfaces near the viewing area.
11/20/2018 10:06 AM
I think it looks great!
11/20/2018 9:57 AM
Provide public and also user groups with access to your business plan and all the particulars as
you can
11/20/2018 9:57 AM
We do not need basketball courts!!!
11/20/2018 9:53 AM
The model shown looks pretty good.
11/20/2018 9:48 AM
No
11/20/2018 9:45 AM
I have searched for the proposal and didn't find it on your website, so I have had to rely on
snippets from news articles. I would like to be able to read the whole proposal.
11/20/2018 9:43 AM
I am very excited by the plan as outlined as of today. I believe that four ice surfaces is a great
addition to the original two proposed and the other gym and recreational spaces will be very well
received. This is an exciting plan that needs to be completed.
11/20/2018 9:42 AM
I agree we require everything they have put forward in their proposal
11/20/2018 9:42 AM
30000 sq ft gymnasium space seems a bit excessive considering there are at least 5 gyms in St
Albert to provide this feature. We need ice surfaces and field houses.
11/20/2018 9:42 AM
Looks great!
11/20/2018 9:40 AM
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I like the idea of St. Albert having the opportunity to owner operate things such as Booster Juice
with profits going back to the facilities operating budget. The more this can be self contained
financially from things like this the better.
11/20/2018 9:39 AM
Have the soccer fields boardless.
11/20/2018 9:34 AM
No
11/20/2018 9:33 AM
No
11/20/2018 9:28 AM
Make it to accommodate a population not as it sits now but in years ahead. St. Albert is way
behind and needs to catch up with this growing population
11/20/2018 9:28 AM
No
11/20/2018 9:24 AM
Dressing rooms for the ice rinks should open onto the benches. Current design seems to show
having to cross the ice to get to benches from dressing rooms. Better for safety and convenience.
11/20/2018 9:24 AM
Looks good for rink and gym space. I'd like to see more indoor soccer fields.
11/20/2018 9:24 AM
Please please make this happen
11/20/2018 9:23 AM
None
11/20/2018 9:23 AM
It looks good, but a swim area would also be great.
11/20/2018 9:21 AM
Do it right no short cuts!!!!
11/20/2018 9:21 AM
I have my fingers crossed that it actually happens and think it would be beneficial if more people
knew about it
11/20/2018 9:20 AM
No
11/20/2018 9:18 AM
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A lack of ice in St. Albert is the main driver for
these out-of-town practices.
Price of St Albert ice is also an issue
11/30/2018 6:51 PM
Ice sheet price could be a factor as well.
11/27/2018 9:58 AM
It's sucking a lot of family time from our family and is dangerous to travel.
11/26/2018 9:33 PM
One practice time every two weeks in St Albert is inadequate
11/22/2018 6:41 PM
Those communities are then forced further out
11/21/2018 4:47 PM
More ice availability is definitely needed.
11/21/2018 5:09 AM
The issue is prime time ice is short, there’s a lot of off time ice available.
11/20/2018 10:49 PM
Yes!! St. Albert is second to Toronto for number of people in minor hockey. We need more
space.
11/20/2018 10:06 PM
Lack of ice in normal hours
11/20/2018 2:02 PM
The amount of ice provided by SAMHA is ridiculously low. The fact that they provide no ice for
PeeWee AA makes me wonder where our registration fees go to???
11/20/2018 12:46 PM
I agree that ice is an issue, however I also think that there may have been a lack of looking into
alternative solutions, such as what St. Albert has done with making novice teams have 24 kids on
them and cramming them into a half ice slot with another 24 kids on the other side.
11/20/2018 11:48 AM
100% and I really think this is a major concern - a city of this size and with this many players for
hockey and ringette - NOT ACCEPTABLE
11/20/2018 11:47 AM
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100 percent we are going through that this year my sons team can only get ice in Legal thats at a
reasonable time and cost is another one pretty crazy costs for ice in St Albert .
11/20/2018 10:51 AM
Majority of my sons practices are not in St. Albert
11/20/2018 10:40 AM
this is very dangerous for our families having to travel on the rural roads.
11/20/2018 10:37 AM
3rd party ice rentals, as well, was disturbing that SAMHA says there is no ice and then I get an
email saying I can send my kids to 'extra development' Fridays
11/20/2018 10:09 AM
As I said in a previous comment, in some cases teams are required to pay for this surrounding
area ice time out of their own team fees as the number of practices provided by SAMHA isn't
adequate (due to the number of teams they have to provide ice time for).
11/20/2018 10:01 AM
Cost also comes into account
11/20/2018 9:58 AM
Yes, and although close enough to St.Albert these are very inconvenient locations for weekday
practices. We have chosen to play for St.Albert Minor Hockey which yet we typically don't get a
lot of practice within St.Albert.
11/20/2018 9:45 AM
We have children in hockey and have felt this need to travel for ice time ourselves.
11/20/2018 9:43 AM
I am a parent who travels from Riviere Que Barre to Bon Accord, to Legal to CFB Edmonton for
ice times.
11/20/2018 9:43 AM
I would argue the 55% estimate is low. We only had about 20% of our practice ice times in St.
Albert last year (one of which was a 6:30 AM) weekly practice before school.
11/20/2018 9:31 AM
I hope we've thought about whats going to happen to those rinks if St.Albert isn't renting their ice
time any more. Do those rinks shut down and now those associations need to come to
St.ALbert??? there is always a consequence for an action and I'd hate to see those towns lose
their rinks because they can't generate enough $ to keep them running just because St.Albert has
an issue.....
11/20/2018 9:30 AM
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I personally have 2 rural ice contracts
11/20/2018 9:24 AM
We have driven all over the city for practices. River cree, Calahoo, Bon Accord
11/20/2018 9:21 AM
If we had more ice surfaces available, some of the money spent to other communities booking
ice could be retained in St. Albert
11/20/2018 9:19 AM

You have safety concerns about travelling on
rural roads in winter for minor hockey practice
outside of St. Albert.
Four government officials to think about - Does someone have to die before we finally change
and get more facilities in St. Albert?
11/26/2018 9:33 PM
At times, winter driving conditions make it very dangerous.
11/21/2018 5:09 AM
I also have concerns about the time to travel to outside practices. Some students have to leave
school early to get to practices and this can be challenging for working parents
11/20/2018 4:28 PM
This is especially true for young Midget players who are new to driving
11/20/2018 4:04 PM
Last year I got stuck in ice fog coming from Legal and was so scared I would never make it
home in one piece with my three kids. Turns out there was a fatality collision that same night
after I went through on the same highway by Morinville. I thought none of this is worth it.
11/20/2018 11:46 AM
Highway driving to Bon Accord is not ideal in the winter months
11/20/2018 11:10 AM
My child has missed practices due to distance and dangers of driving.
11/20/2018 10:57 AM
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For sure roads are unpredictable in the winter months why are we putting our kids at risk when
we could have a facility here in town ?
11/20/2018 10:51 AM
every year families risk the drive to a rural community because St.Albert lacks facilities.
11/20/2018 10:37 AM
To travel to some of these arenas it can be very dangerous throughout the winter.
11/20/2018 10:25 AM
Players will typically miss a practice if road conditions are too bad during winter conditions or
blizzards. But unfortunately is a loss to that or those players.
11/20/2018 9:45 AM
Our team has cancelled practices due to concerns over the rural roads.
11/20/2018 9:44 AM
Last weekend I had to take my 11 year old and his friend to a practice in Rivier Qui Barre at 7:15
in the morning when there was freezing rain. I have anxiety and fear of driving on the dangerous
highway roads 4 times a week in the winter. I feel like the community and media will not see this
as an issue until there is a tragedy.
11/20/2018 9:31 AM
thats a weak and miss leading question.....I guess we shouldn't play games there either then if we
shouldn't drive there for a practice.........come on!
11/20/2018 9:30 AM
Winter driving is always trouble
11/20/2018 9:24 AM
We have to go to Calahoo for practice often and while close to St. Albert the trucks on that road
in winter conditions make it a bit nerve wracking to drive on.
11/20/2018 9:19 AM
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St. Albert requires more than 1 indoor ice arena to
be added in the near future (within 1 to 4 years).
We need 4 more. I've managed over 10 minor sports teams, I know first hand.
11/26/2018 9:34 PM
Parking at kinex for hockey is awful. And the dressing rooms are way too packed.
11/21/2018 1:58 PM
One arena is not going to solve the problem when teams are already booking in callahoo, RQB,
Cdn athletic association, legal, etc.
11/20/2018 10:09 PM
AT LEAST 4 more surfaces needed.
11/20/2018 1:37 PM
If they are considering this, 1 ice sheet is not enough and they need to consider more ice sheets.
Adding 1 sheet is a waste of time and money.
11/20/2018 12:48 PM
100%!!!!!!
11/20/2018 11:47 AM
1 Arena is not enough we will be in the same boat and how long will it take to build it ? We need
it sooner rather than later
11/20/2018 10:56 AM
Our 9 year old shouldn’t be expected to practice before school at 6:30 am, nor start on the ice at
8:30 or 9:00 pm
11/20/2018 10:38 AM
They need everything, parents here are really engaged. I think a single use facility is a
mistake...unless the money for a multi use facility is put into architecture instead of kids
11/20/2018 10:10 AM
1 arena is NOT enough
11/20/2018 9:46 AM
We need at least 4 ice sheets immediately
11/20/2018 9:25 AM
Sooner if possible
11/20/2018 9:23 AM
Not only does hockey require ice, but Ringette, figure skating, and then it leaves very little time
for family skates or recreational ice.
11/20/2018 9:20 AM
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A new recreation facility with multiple arenas should be
built instead of adding an additional ice arena to Servus
Place.
As long as costs are reasonable
11/30/2018 6:52 PM
Adding more ice to Servus should still be considered even if the Active Communities recreation
complex goes ahead.
11/25/2018 6:09 PM
There’s barely enough parking at servus as it is, adding another 80 or so cars I highly unfeasable
11/20/2018 10:50 PM
Both options would strongly benefit the growing city.
11/20/2018 10:09 PM
I think we should do both.
11/20/2018 8:51 PM
Or do both. Servus can add more if it wants. Regardless we need this new facility!!!
11/20/2018 4:34 PM
Would actually recommend doing both
11/20/2018 4:05 PM
Parking is still an issue
11/20/2018 4:00 PM
WE NEED TO DO BOTH!
11/20/2018 1:37 PM
If the city also adds to Servus that helps the problem as well. I believe that if there is more
oppertunity for kids to be on the ice enrolment will increase due to costs going down potentialy
due to more options. Right now the city can charge any price for ice they want due to the
shortage of ice.
11/20/2018 1:23 PM
I agree another facility should be build but also another sheet should be built into Servus
11/20/2018 12:39 PM
One rink is not enough
11/20/2018 11:47 AM
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At Servus Place add the 'satellite' library, a second pool for competitive swimming, not just a
play park, or other activities such as a climbing wall, racquet courts, etc. Leave a proper city ice
arena expansion to a separate facility, agreed!
11/20/2018 11:19 AM
100 percent anyone that says other wise does not have kids in sports and is worried about tax
increases St Albert lacks in Ice rinks and Swimming facilities at this moment in time and
Swimming is open to all other communities do the same with the rinks facilitate St Alberts
residents needs then open up if there is still ice avavilable.
11/20/2018 10:56 AM
Sewrvus place is a terrible location for St Albert and should have never been built in the first
place. It caters more to the geographical area of NW Edmonton and is closer to NW edmonton
than most of St Albert. No further expansion of any facilities should take place at Servus.
Alternatively, NW St Albet is under served and is the only place where St Albert will grow in the
future. A suggestion would be to utilize the City owned Badger lands which is at a main
intersection of Ray Gibbon and Villenuevue.
11/20/2018 10:55 AM
Would like to see the new facility added onto Servus Place
11/20/2018 10:42 AM
There are more facilities which would benefit more than just ice surface sports at a new facility.
St Albert historically has done a poor job with budget and value for the dollar. More trust in your
proposal than the city of St. Albert
11/20/2018 10:38 AM
why not both?
11/20/2018 10:24 AM
Again, only if this facility is more than just for ice sports
11/20/2018 10:10 AM
I feel we need a minimum of 3-4 arenas to accommodate the need of St.Albert arenas- Servus
place would not be able to accomodate another 3 arenas so it would make more sense to create
another multi-arena location in St.Albert to accommodate our needs.
11/20/2018 9:47 AM
I agree, but the location of the facility needs to be chosen carefully to ensure it (and the costs)
can be shared with other communities.
11/20/2018 9:45 AM
Maybe even have the city put the City Library in this facility while they are at it.
11/20/2018 9:44 AM
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It is silly to think one ice service will even put a dent in the current issues presented St. Albert.
Furthermore, adequate gymnastics and just publice gym space is horribly under serviced. St.
Albert needs to expand these amenities in order to entice stable immigration and continued
expansion....both of which are 100% required for the City to move forward.
11/20/2018 9:43 AM
Think need both
11/20/2018 9:38 AM
again show me the proof we "need it" and whats going to happen to surrounding areas if we do
build it
11/20/2018 9:32 AM
I don't care. Whatever option is the most cost effective but 1 ice surface is not going to make a
difference a minimum of 3 are needed not in 1-5 years. They were needed 5 years ago.
11/20/2018 9:32 AM
Need a facility on the West side of St. Albert
11/20/2018 9:25 AM
Need immediately
11/20/2018 9:25 AM
Parking can be difficult at Servus Place on busy days as is
11/20/2018 9:23 AM
believe we need both for the long term
11/20/2018 9:22 AM
Adding a sheet of ice to Servus is fine and well but it would have to be in ADDITION to another
mutliplex and not instead of. One sheet is not enough.
11/20/2018 9:20 AM
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Given the shortage of land inside the current St.
Albert boundaries, you would support the Sport
Campus being located on land St. Albert is in the
process of annexing.
Off the henday would definitely be the best place for it, putting it anywhere else would be silly
11/20/2018 10:51 PM
As long as it’s in or near St. Albert boundaries it will be amazing.
11/20/2018 4:34 PM
Yes, as long as transportation corridors can handle traffic.
11/20/2018 4:33 PM
As long as it is in St. ALbert boundaries at some point.
11/20/2018 11:48 AM
North/west side would be preferred; all other arenas in South / east part of city and as city grows
the travel times to arenas for residents within the city are ever increasing
11/20/2018 11:25 AM
We needed the rinks years ago which ever gets them built quicker
11/20/2018 10:58 AM
I would prefer to see it in NW St Albert on the Badger Lands.
11/20/2018 10:56 AM
It is easily accessed by Ray gibbon and Anthony Henday. Our teams will be hosting other city’s
teams. The land is limited in what can be built there, so it looks like a great opportunity for your
proposal
11/20/2018 10:40 AM
Drive 50 -100 kms now for kids activities regularly. I'm sure it will beat that.
11/20/2018 10:11 AM
We need this built at the north end of St. Albert. All of the existing arenas are located near the
south end of the city.
11/20/2018 9:48 AM
Currently there is ample residential land available for development (this includes both low and
high density). Furthermore, there is no shortage of commercial land with Erin Ridge (CREIT)
not fully built out and Landrax lands north of Costco available for developemnt...not to mention
high density development taking place in central quadrant of St. Albert. The biggest requirement
stalling growth for St. Albert is local recreation facilities. Seeing this both from an arm's length
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perspective as well as fully involved father in local sport activities, this is a HUGE PROBLEM
that must be taken care of in short order.
11/20/2018 9:47 AM
looking at he land by Servus there is plenty of room to expand it with an extra rink and even
another indoor soccer facilities + add more parking so not sold on the idea of a new facility.
11/20/2018 9:37 AM
I live in sturgeon and this would be great for both st.albert residents and surrounding areas of
st.albert.
11/20/2018 9:23 AM
As long as the land is close by, I have no issue with this.
11/20/2018 9:20 AM

Do you support a non-profit operated recreation
facility?
I support anyway to build it. We pay one way or another, directly or indirectly. Just go big and
make it a facility we are very proud of and is the benchmark for other cities in terms of layout.
11/26/2018 9:36 PM
I am not convinced that a non-profit model is feasible.
11/20/2018 9:49 PM
Any group that is willing to build more facilities is ok with me!
11/20/2018 1:38 PM
I know of at least 15 families who travel to the Saville Center/Go Center weekly for volleyball
and training for St.Albert teams!
11/20/2018 11:00 AM
If that is what it takes to get it built i am all for it as long as residence in St Albert get priority
when booking
11/20/2018 11:00 AM
As long as the value its providing the community offsets the feel of the costs to us, it doesn't
matter.
11/20/2018 10:15 AM
I feel that an organization that is separate from the municipality could operate in a more efficient
and cost effective manner.
11/20/2018 9:34 AM
dont knoe enough information
11/20/2018 9:25 AM
Active Communities Alberta Society
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